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1. The inclusion of all eight songs performed by the Beatles during their

concert at the Coliseum in Washington DC in a documentary video does

not amount to fair use, since said performed songs are expressive works

within the core of copyright protection; the use is a commercial one; the use

is only partly transformative; the songs are reproduced in their entirety; the

extent of the reproduction is excessive having regard to the transformative

purpose; and to permit such use would be likely to damage the market for,

or potential value of, the said songs.

2. Seeking a license to use copyright works does not negate a finding of fair

use.

3. It can be fair use to copy the whole of the copyright work where this is

justified by the transformative purpose, particularly but not exclusively if

the copy is not a high quality one (e.g. where an image is reduced in size).

4. As such, more can be taken than just the minimum necessary. The amount

taken must be reasonable, and thus not excessive. If no more is taken than is

necessary, then that will be reasonable.

Available at http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Ch/2015/1853.html.
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